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Palestinian women participate in a rally marking International Women’s Day in Gaza City, 8
March 2008. (Wissam Nassar/MaanImages)
As we move forward in the budget cut struggle we must do two
things. First, we must analyze the system as a totality and build bases
to bring the working-class in to start fighting back. We cannot solely
rely on bureaucratic union structures, which do more to protect the
bosses and the bourgeois state then the workers, and which only
represent 9-10% of the proletariat. A way to start the process of
making the struggle against budget cuts a mass struggle is to connect
all these isolated movements so we can fight all forms of state violence and exploitation. Secondly, in order to connect these struggles
and fight back strong as a class we must understand issues of race,
gender and sexuality, which divide us as a class, so we can unite together to fight all class oppression. Women and women of color will
play a leading role in this. In the words of Selma James, “Power to the
sisters and therefore the class!”
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struggle has not been prioritized. But this doesn’t mean that women
haven’t played leadership roles in social movements and revolutionary struggles. We cannot ignore the significance of women advancing
struggle in more militant directions.
On February 23rd 1917 in Russia it was International Women’s Day.
It was agreed upon by the different political organizations that no
strikes or protests would take place. In Petrograd the women textile
workers, the most exploited and oppressed workers, showed up to
work and learned that the boss was implementing a pay cut. They
immediately violated the ‘no protest’ call by the revolutionary forces
and went on strike. It had a ripple effect and within 3 days a general
strike happened that shut down Petrograd, and gave birth to the
February revolution, one of the most important events the history of
class struggle. Twenty nine years later, 1946 in Oakland, CA, women
retail workers started the last general strike in US history by walking
out to protest the bosses’ union-busting. They were able to pull in
other sectors of the class to go on sympathy strikes in solidarity and
effectively shut Oakland down. Women all around the world have
played the most militant roles in confronting the State and taking the
struggle into the streets. We see this in Latin America where Zapatista women in Mexico have driven the military out of their villages, in
Palestine where women have lead marches and confronted the Israeli
army, one of the most powerful armies in the world.
Palestinian women participate in a rally marking International Women’s Day in Gaza City, 8 March 2008. (Wissam Nassar/MaanImages)
All of this is due to our oppressed position in society and demonstrates our deep revolutionary potential. It is time that the left stops
ignoring this potential and really starts prioritizing developing women
into militant leaders in struggle. Advance the Struggle sees the revolutionary development of women, especially working-class women
of color, as key in really advancing the struggle. Revolutionary class
struggle needs to bring in all sectors of the class, and the most oppressive layers of that class need to be leading and providing it with
political direction. Those layers are women and women of color!
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9/24 – Opening Shot Against
the Budget Cuts
I. Introduction to 9/24
On September 24 2009, thousands across the state protested and
picketed against the California budget cuts. The California Faculty
Association (CFA) organized pickets at some CSU’s across the state,
several UC unions had actions on the UC system, and students
protested in mass. UC Santa Cruz launched a successful occupation
of the graduate student center and UC Berkeley had a rally of 5,000
students, with 500 students taking over Wheeler hall for a mass assembly.

to figure out how to get food and pay the rent. When health services
are cut and free clinics close down women have to figure out how
to take care of their children when they’re sick. That is why we see
these disgustingly high rates of black and brown youth dying from
curable diseases, because of the lack of affordable and free healthcare
in this country. When the system does not provide the necessities of
life to sustain its people it is expected of us, as women, to figure out
how to do it, which is almost impossible but we have been ‘making
ends meet’ for 100s of years now.

Many UCs had similar protests, with students and workers numbering in the hundreds. The University of California Student Association
(UCSA), representing over 200,000 UC students unanimously passed
a “Resolution in Support of the September 24th UC-Wide Walkout”, The American Association of University Professors (AAUP)
endorsed the walkout, UPTE, representing 12,000 University Professional and Technical Employees, went on strike and picketed on 9/24
in solidarity with faculty, as did CUE (Coalition of University Employees), representing over 13,000 staff statewide.
While we welcome the development of active opposition to the
budget cuts, we are beginning to see the challenges that lie ahead.
How can we develop a movement that is at once popular and inclusive, while at the same time moving beyond liberal letter writing and
petitioning of politicians?...how can we begin challenging the foundations of society – the capitalist economy itself?
Already at this early stage we are seeing the beginning of what could
be a schism between the direct action strategy, as exhibited by
students at Santa Cruz, and the approach of massive general assemblies, lacking confrontational strategic perspective, as exhibited at
6

Families at the Peralta Community College District Board of Trustees meeting to protest
closure of childcare center // Photo by Alessandro Tinonga
These examples combined with the fact that we live in a violent,
patriarchal system that devalues women as a whole are the reasons
why we as working-class women and women of color are the most
oppressed layers of the working-class, and therefore have the most
to gain from revolutionary class struggle. Our organic militancy
has been generally neglected by the left, part of a historical failure
to take up feminism as an integral part of the struggle for liberation from all oppression. Developing women as militant leaders in
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Berkeley. The question we should be asking ourselves is how do we
move beyond this divide? How can we actually challenge the power
of Sacramento without falling into the illusion that pressuring them
through letter writing and petitions will solve our problems?
II. UC Santa Cruz Occupation

Oakland Police Sgt. Fred Mestas and Officer Joe Cowles “serve and protect” a member of the
West Oakland community.
youth programs, while continually funding the prison system and war
machine.
These budget cuts are also sexist, and the intersections of race
and gender place women of color at the bottom of this division of
labor. We are exploited as wage workers and due to patriarchy are
paid less than men for the same work. On top of that we are still
expected to conform to heteronormative, bourgeois values: find a
husband, marry him, pump out babies, do all the unpaid reproductive
labor of taking care of the house, the husband, the children, make
sure they are fed and sustained so the husband can go to work, and
that the child can go to school and get a work ethic. This combination of exploitative wage-labor and unpaid reproductive labor makes
us super-exploited as a caste. It also means that when the government fails to provide education, affordable housing and jobs for its
people then it falls on the backs of working-class women to ‘make
ends meets’. When schools shut down and daycare and afterschool
programs are defunded it is the woman’s responsibility to figure out
who’s going to take care of her children while she is at work. When
general assistance and welfare is cut it is the woman’s responsibility
54

With preparatory meetings, a group that wanted to occupy a section
of UCSC decided to do so. Their written communication titled “Occupy California” states that with this crisis “everything and everyone
is subordinated to the budget.” This occupation had a dance party
celebrating its victory. Students from as far as the University of
Maryland, and New School of New York had sympathy actions. The
Occupy California statement argues for occupation being “a tactic
for escalating struggles, a tactic recently used at the Chicago Windows and Doors factory and at the New School in New York City.”
Some might critique such efforts due to the insignifance of students,
largely graduate students, occupying the graduate student center, asking “wasn’t it their space to begin with?”
Coupled with this, many are critical that the UCSC occupiers didn’t
have demands, which implies that they had no strategic goal. The
truth is the occupiers’ goal was to politicize people’s understanding of the crisis, the economy and of capitalism in general as being
unreformable, dehumanizing and needing to be abolished by people’s
radical and creative drives for a new egalitarian world.
UCSC’s occupation, which lasted six days, might not have challenged
the economy in any way but it did represent a model of struggle
that we’ve seen brought back to life with the Chicago Windows and
Doors factory workers, a form of struggle seen in the CIO workplace shutdowns of the 1930s and the Argentine factory occupations
against the 2001 crisis. In both of these instances workers shut down
production, occupied workplaces and took over in such a way that
police and bosses were not able to control the spaces. These workers saw themselves as part of a militant working class movement
seeking to challenge the fundamental relations of society: workplaces
– the points where wealth is produced.
7

within capitalism is designed to discipline our youth, condition them
in capitalist social relations of worker vs. boss to prepare them to
go out into the world and sell their labor for a wage. For the people
who are privileged enough to get into higher education (and it is a
privilege nowadays) they have an opportunity to gain more skills, get
a degree, and add more value to their labor so that when they ultimately graduate and go out into the labor market they can get paid
more as a skilled workers. But we see that as jobs are scarce and
unemployment is high there is a surplus of workers. Public education
becomes obsolete to the capitalist, because he doesn’t need more
skilled workers. Capital will cut education and other social services
first, because these sectors do not immediately generate profit.

September 24th: Occupation of Graduate Student Commons at UC Santa Cruz
Understanding California in a geographical way is important because
occupations, such as UCSCs, can easily become isolated and marginalized. But they can also be reproduced, like in Argentina during
their crisis. The success of such occupations is the extent to which
they are coordinated at multiple locations, shutdown significant parts
of the economy and are able to spread and gain support from those
outside the occupied spaces.
According to one UCSC student, “though it provided a forum for
campus organizing, the occupation itself did not on its own build
up the kind of organizational capacity or broad-based consciousness building structures that are required to catalyze broad, militant
movement on the Santa Cruz campus.”

A clear example of the racist nature of these cuts is the consistent
closure of schools in working-class communities of color while the
prison industry continues to thrive. The connection is clear: this
racist system does not value educating our black and brown youth
it only cares about incarcerating them in private prisons for profit,
and to repress resistance. The prison system is housing more black
and brown bodies then the education system is. Military spending
is another example. The US government is currently involved in 2
imperialist wars at a time when it supposedly has no money for education and jobs. Military recruitment is at an all time high; workingclass youth will continually enlist in the military if they have no other
solutions to their economic conditions. A local example is the city of
Oakland. When bail out money was given to Oakland where do you
think it went? You would think education, because the drop-out rate
is so high; or maybe jobs because unemployment is at 16% or even
higher at this point.

NOPE.

UC Berkeley had a very notable protest of 5,000 people. After the
rally and march, a general assembly (mass meeting) of 500 people

90% of it went to the Oakland Police Department, who continue
to murder and brutalize our communities. The racial dimensions of
these cuts are very clear. When higher education is no longer an option for working-class youth of color, and job opportunities are dismal, where do they go? Prisons or the military. The system is tracking
them on these paths through its refusal to fund education and other
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III. UC Berkeley Rally & General Assembly

We cannot allow the system to continue to divide us; a way to fight
these divisions is to unite all these separate movements (Oscar
Grant, Immigrant & Queer struggles), because they are organically
connected through our shared enemy, the capitalist system. We don’t
need a budget cut movement confined to defending education. We
need abudget cut movement that defends the people while resisting
all forms of state violence.
This movement would address the indirect violence of the system
that comes in the form of denying the basic necessities of life for its
people: food, shelter, clothing, education and healthcare.
Without these things the
people are pushed into the
streets, where they rely on
the informal economy to
survive. When people are
pushed into the streets to
survive they face the direct
violence of the state at the
hands and guns of the racist, sexist police and ICE
agents. In order to have such
a holistic movement, which
fights for the liberation of
the working-class we have to
understand how the different sections of the class are
impacted differently by the
budget cuts, which means we
need an analysis of how the In SF a new attempt to criminalize homelessness is
on the ballot in November
budget cuts are racist and
sexist.

took place at Cesar Chavez Student Center. The meeting was composed of “student leaders” from CalServe (the undergrad student
government claiming to represent students of color), anarchists, student radicals, Trotskyists, Ultra-Left marxists and hundreds of curious
UC Berkeley students trying to figure out how to struggle against
budget cuts. The general assembly moderators imposed a formal
procedural structure and pushed for breakout groups of 20 people
to form outside, and then reconvened at Wheeler Hall to reportback. While networking with other schools for a student strike was
brought up, the majority of the reports from the breakouts were for
petitions, letter writing campaigns, and conferences. In the middle of
the report-backs, the meeting had a key opportunity for radicalization. Someone read the occupation statement by UCSC students. A
writer posting on IndyBay stated:
The crowd was visibly moved, and roared in support of the UCSC students,
before chanting “Occupy! Occupy!” for several minutes. As the occupation
committee sought an immediate vote, the self-imposed leadership insisted
September 24th: Walkout at UC Berkeley

I have been involved in the budget cut struggle for a few years now,
and have heard activists continually bring up how the fight for public
education against budget cuts is important to the liberation of people, specifically women and people of color. But can we have liberating education under the oppressive system of capitalism? Education
52
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that the reportback procedure continue for a full hour more (yes, there
was a vote, but both options led to the same continuation of procedure).
The energy and momentum of the room was not respected, this was not
democracy: it was proceduralism in an effort to prevent any strategy or
tactic that the leadership disagreed with.
With this energy flowing, the crowd caught wind that there was an
occupation committee at Berkeley putting chains on the doors of
Wheeler Hall, leaving one door open. In the spirit of the Santa Cruz
occupation, a clandestine group of Berkeley students were planning
to occupy a building on the 24th. Due to their lack of organization
and clear cut strategy for making the would-be occupation public,
they impulsively decided to choose the site of the mass meeting as
the occupation area – without making it clear to the people inside.
Although the spirit of the occupation committee was militant, they
behaved as private revolutionaries, failing to execute and argue for
their political strategy publicly amongst the general assembly. The
political consciousness of the general assembly was sidestepped. Assuming that their occupation effort would be automatically supported by the general assembly, these students neglected to calculate the
necessity of arguing for the occupation within the general assembly.
Such a short-cut ended up being disastrous to the general assembly,
which was organized for months by Student Worker Action Team
(SWAT).
What happened was that the would-be occupiers sat around outside
the assembly smoking cigarettes, while militant student activists from
the SF State student group SUP, were thrust to the front of the assembly by CalServe representatives to announce the occupation, and
as a result became seen as representatives for the fumbling Berkeley
occupiers.
At this point all hell broke loose, people left Wheeler Hall and the
general assembly fell apart.
IV. Twin Pitfalls of Tailism and Adventurism
10

suffering from them.
So far the education sector has largely lead resistance to the cuts, on
college campuses specifically, but these cuts go far beyond the universities. It is not just education that is being destroyed; social services, such as free and/or affordable healthcare are being cut; there
are massive foreclosures and a lack of affordable or public housing;
unemployment remains high. Anyone can see that these cuts aren’t
just affecting students, but the working-class as a whole. While all

these cuts are happening in the public sector the top corporations
and banks were immediately bailed out by the Federal Government
as soon as their financial instruments evaporated in the bubble pop.
If it wasn’t clear to you before that this system was based off of exploitation and a class divide between the rich and the poor, massive
bailouts to the capitalists and bankers while we are left to struggle
for the basic necessities of life should make it clear.
These budget cuts are also occurring during a time period of massive state violence to communities of color and queer people; the
passage of the anti-immigration bill SB 1070 is causing and supporting more profiling of immigrant populations and ICE raids; the Oscar
Grant movement has exposed the police’s continual assault against
Black women and men that stems from the days of slavery; and there
is consistent harassment and murder of queer and gender oppressed
people. Is a budget cut struggle solely confined to defending education enough to really fight the cuts and the crisis? Is it enough for
the people most affected by it to be brought in? No. We need a
larger analysis that identifies the true enemy, the capitalist system,
which relies on other systems of oppression (patriarchy, racism, &
homophobia) to target and discipline people of color, women, and
queer folks to keep divisions within the class that makes uniting and
resisting harder.
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To the Budget Cut Movement: No More Ignoring
State Violence
The anti-budget cut movement and struggle for public education in
California over the last year has inspired worldwide resistance, and
has brought in a lot of new people who have never organized or
been political before. The March 4th movement provided an outlet
for people to get involved and educate themselves about the budget
cuts; it also created a base to build off for the next cycle of struggle.
Since March 4th conferences have gone down and a new date for
mass action has been picked: October 7th… but will October 7th be
qualitatively different than March 4th? Will more sectors of society
be brought in? Will struggle deepen and become more militant? As
the economic crisis deepens and affects more and more people internationally, there is a real need for a militant perspective examining
why the budget cuts are happening, who is causing them, and who is
Police attack people protesting the racist murder of Oscar Grant. - July 9th, 2010, Oakland

Some organizers at UC Berkeley stated that an occupation at that
time would have been premature, and would not have advanced the
anti-budget cut movement. It is defeatist and conservative to assert
that an occupation would be “premature,” “out of place,” or “detrimental” to the movement. On the other hand, springing it on the
general assembly by trying to lock down Wheeler Hall was straightup reckless strategy.
The fact of the matter is that no other radical proposals were clearly
provided at the general assembly, despite the prevalence of radical
organizations (most notably those of a Trotskyist persuasion). On the
other hand, the Ultra-Lefts who planned the occupation unfortunately isolated themselves behind a self-imposed curtain of conspiratorial
plotting.
Although Student Unity and Power (SUP) didn’t make itself known
as an organization, members of SUP were thrust to the podium by
CalServe moderators to make the pro-occupation argument to the
assembly. Although SUP had nothing to do with organizing the illfated occupation, they made no secret of their advocacy of an escalation of tactics in the anti-budget cut movement. By failing to articulate the difference between SUP’s general approval of actions, like
occupation, and a specific support of that occupation at that specific
time and place, they left themselves open for unprincipled attacks
from other groups.
Two days later at an anti-budget cut conference at SF State SUP
was vilified by an alliance of Trotskyist groups, and other liberals, for
being “undemocratic” for its perceived support of the failed occupation. This misconception was reconciled after a long discussion, but
unfortunately obscured the real point of contention: the twin pitfalls
of tailism (following behind proposals for petitions and legalistic protests) on the one hand, and adventurism (isolated militant action) on
the other. Both of these approaches sidestep the political consciousness of the masses.
Without a doubt the movement needs to be democratic with open
debate, but this cannot happen with a proceduralist, bureaucratic
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system of decision-making processes led by student government
functionaries. Mass meetings and general assemblies are truly democratic when they become increasingly guided by political perspectives
which transcend letter writing and petition politics. While there
were good ideas thrown out about organizing high schools, community colleges and statewide conferences, the political parameters
set forward on the 24th did not represent a break from non-hostile
letter writing and petitioning.
Trotskyist militants were not clear in putting forward demands and
strategies at the assembly that would give the movement a trajectory of winning by actually challenging the state. Such an abdication
of revolutionary responsibility becomes the unseen side of the coin,
while the Ultra-Lefts’ premature, failed occupation represents the
more visible side. In the short term, the revolutionary zeal of the
attempted occupation was destructive. In the long term, conservative errors are actually more detrimental to the development of a
revolutionary movement since conservatism from radicals serves to
deform the consciousness of emerging student militants.
V. Moving Forward
The state-wide actions that took place across university campuses
on September 24th were manifestations of developments that have
been simmering for a few years, and collectively represent a qualitative leap in the evolution of the anti-budget cut movement. Everyone
on the left should be encouraged by the scale and quality it achieved.
The next step decided on the 24th is a mass conference to take
place on October 24, 2009 at UC Berkeley to shape and unify the
anti-budget cut movement.

Regents pushed through the increase last November? Why is a panel
full of unelected financiers and private sector dividend mongers making decisions concerning those who use this ostensibly public university?
Fuck that.
Build for the GSI strike on November 1. Organize a student strike
in coordination with the GSIs’ action. Call in sick to work and urge
your coworkers to do the same. Until then, let’s get a wildcat GSI
grade strike off the ground. In order to do any of this, we’ll need
mass rallies and events organized by both grads and undergrads.
Make a flyer and spend just a few hours each week flyering at Sather.
This is not a fucking game. The university belongs to those who use
it! Let’s show these bureaucrats and managers that they are not
welcome on our campus. This is our university. That’s precisely why
we’ll shut it down until they meet our demands. We are not asking for the impossible here. All we want is a public university run by
those who use it. To the administrative-managerial class: Get your
filthy hands out of our institution and go back to Wall Street where
you belong.
Want to build for this strike but don’t know where to begin? Let’s
get this off the ground together.

THOSE.WHO.USE.IT@gmail.com

Some have already proposed May 1st as a day to have a mass march
in Sacramento; while this is a nice Saturday trip for union members,
it doesn’t challenge the power of the state. Others have been proposing March 18th, the anniversary of the War in Iraq, as the day to
have a state wide strike, where every educational institution gets
shutdown, from universities, community colleges, K-12 schools, and
workplaces. Due to the significance of the date, this type of action
12
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But only through a well-organized and orchestrated strike that can
effectively shut this campus down indefinitely can we gain the upper
hand.
In order to pull this off, we need to wage a struggle on two fronts.
First, in order to make this successful, we must force the union
to declare a strike. This means at the very least a coordinated PR
campaign in tandem with mass rallies on Sproul over the weeks
leading up to November 1. But this is not enough. While an officially declared GSI strike is clearly ideal, we do not need to wait for
a room full of bureaucrats to tell those who it represents when they
can engage in militant action. That is why a number of GSIs are currently discussing withdrawing their labor-power immediately, refusing to grade any papers or exams whatsoever until they are given
a fair contract. This action will only be successful if you organize.
(Undergrads need not be concerned about their GPA; the current
proposal is to provide all students with As.) Undergrads: talk to your
GSI. Grads: Talk to your fellow GSIs. Let’s get a grade strike off the
ground immediately!

would represent a more political approach to protest and action,
linking struggle abroad to the struggle “at home”.
The strategic question faced is should there simply be legalistic mass
protest in Sacramento, or can there be simultaneous “illegal” statewide shutdowns of numerous educational institutions and workplaces? Unions might engage in legal one-hour pickets, but union
members should take this struggle into their own hands beyond the
legalism of union politics. If a statewide strike is going to take place,
we must think about what type of statewide organizational formation
needs to exist for such a massive strike wave to take place. Politically, such a statewide network should see the bankruptcy of petitions,
and of the general approach of petitioning power in a “respectable”
and legalistic way. It should also not limit itself to advocating mass assemblies, but think a political step further about what to propose at
mass assemblies in order to deepen the consciousness of the participants and advance the struggle.

Second, a GSI strike will be effective, but only if we – undergrads,
grads, and workers – unite in solidarity. We will need a real student
strike, not just another walkout or rally. Spread the word: anyone
who crosses the picket line will be treated as a scab. Workers can
organize sick-outs to coincide with the official GSI strike. Students
can work with GSIs to create true bonds of solidarity. This strike is
not about getting your GSI a living wage, but about effectively challenging the vicious attack on students and workers on this campus.
Why is the UC tossing bonus money to ex-Wall Street executives
posing as education specialists? Why are administrators making in
excess of $300,000 getting raises when there is apparently no money
for our academic departments? Why is Bridges being defunded and
yet another 200 workers fired as a billionaire Regent prepares to
unveil his eponymous Poverty Center on our campus? Why are they
continuing to jack up our fees, forcing us to debt-finance our supposedly “public” education when there is apparently plenty of money to
go around? Why was the fee hike money pledged to private investors in non-educational campus construction projects before the
48
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Occupations Spread Across
California
Behind Every Fee Increase is a Line of Cops
Fully armed, a line of 10 swat team police marched up to the picket
line. Half-stunned by their presence, the crowd of supporters hesitatingly jeered the cops. In unison and on command the pigs charged
forward and shoved the picketers to the ground. Throughout the day
there were various refusals to accept these attacks; they ranged from
hurling verbal abuse at the cops with chants like “Fuck the Police,” to
acts of physical resistance such as refusing to sit down at the urging of cops and fellow protesters, to minor incidents of exchanging
blows with the pigs.
Some of these bold acts of resistance were deplorable to those
protestors whose go-to chants were “Peaceful protest! Peaceful protest!” as the pigs violently attacked students. One chant was even
November 20th, 2009 at UC Berkeley: Police push the occupation defense line with metal
barricades

gram. For what do we rally? For what are we organizing?
The answer is simple: to return the university to those who use it.
Student strikes are a step in the right direction, and last year’s November and March strikes were valiant attempts to halt business as
usual. But practically speaking, we must consider the composition of
our campus. We cannot count on professors as our allies, as their
interests differ structurally from ours as students and as workers.
The professor wishes to preserve the public university as it exists;
the student-worker strives to realize this university as it must be.
Student, worker, and student-worker all share a similar position. All
are the subject of austerity measures. Two hundred more workers kicked to the curb, and they call it “Operational Excellence.” A
12 percent drop in Latin@ admissions, and Birgeneau applauds the
“diversity” of our campus as La Raza Center and Bridges get their
budgets slashed. GSIs making $1000 less than their counterparts at
comparable institutions (and many times that below the Bay Area
“living wage” calculated by UCOP) are offered pay cuts in real terms
as the administrative-managerial class touts the newest meaningless graduate program rankings from the National Research Council.
Who has the power to stop this downward spiral of corporatization
of the university?
We do. As of midnight on September 30, 12,000 GSIs on all UC
campuses no longer have a contract with the university. Their union,
UAW 2865, filed an unfair labor practice complaint, legally giving
them the right to strike as soon as their bargaining team gives the
word. If GSIs go on strike, we can effectively shut down all 10 campuses. What would it take to pull off this strike, what’s the timeline,
and what would it accomplish?
The UAW 2865 bureaucrats are currently floating the idea of calling
for a GSI strike on November 1. It is up to us – students, workers,
and student-workers – to ensure that they do so. The battle against
austerity measures on this campus unites undergrads, workers, and
grad students. Every confrontation between those who use the
university and those who wish to corporatize it concerns all of us.
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percent. To put this in perspective, new faculty hires over this same
period increased by roughly a quarter, close to 10 percent below the
total growth rate of the university (~35 percent).
To add insult to injury, the Regents voted last month to provide
these executives and top-tier managers with bonuses totaling $11.5
million. This sum is roughly identical to the amount of money it
would take to keep GSIs’ salaries on par with those at comparable
institutions to according to a recent report from the UC Office of
the President’s own What do children learn at school? They go varying distances in their
Research VP. Instead, studies, but at any rate they learn to read, to write and to add – i.e.
GSIs have just been a number of techniques, and a number of other things as well,including
elements (which may be rudimentary or on the contrary thoroughgooffered an effective
ing) of ‘scientific’ or ‘literary culture’, which are directly useful in the
pay cut. When the
different jobs in production (one instruction for manual workers, another
UAW 2865 bargain- for technicians, a third for engineers, a final one for higher manageing team requested a ment, etc.). Thus they learn know-how. But besides these techniques and
raise marginally above knowledges, and in learning them, children at school also learn the ‘rules’
the inflation rate, the of good behaviour, i.e. the attitude that should be observed by every
agent in the division of labour, according to the job he is ‘destined’ for:
UCOP representarules of morality,civic and professional conscience, which actually means
tives unilaterally
rules of respect for the socio-technical division of labour and ultimately
walked out of nego- the rules of the order established by class domination. They also learn to
tiations. Is this what ‘speak proper French’, to ‘handle’ the workers correctly, i.e. actually (for
the future capitalists and their servants) to ‘order them about’ properly,
the administration
i.e. (ideally) to ‘speak to them’ in the right way, etc. To put this more scimeans when they
entifically, I shall say that the reproduction of labour power requires not
tell us that we must only a reproduction of its skills, but also,at the same time, a reproduction
all “share the pain”? of its submission to the rules of the established order, i.e. a reproduction
of submission to the ruling ideology for the workers, and a reproduction
This is why we will
of the ability to manipulate the ruling ideology correctly for the agents of
take the university.
exploitation and repression, so that they, too, will provide for the dominaWe: students, work- tion of the ruling class ‘in words’.
ers, student-workers.
Easy enough to formulate in abstract terms to be sure, but how is this
to be done?
While rallies do retain a certain degree of utility in mobilizing students and galvanizing the campus, they have also become a farcical
reenactment of September 24. General assemblies are closer to the
mark, but these too remain merely glorified means; neither rallies
nor GAs on our campus are focused around a clear strategic pro46

directed to the cops themselves: “We are fighting for your kids! We
are fighting for your kids!” This brings into sharp relief the widespread confusion about the role of the state in the anti-budget cut
movement.
Let’s be clear that the state, with its armed police and military forces,
carries out its brute force when peoples’ consciousness begins to
transcend capitalism’s ideological chokehold. What has been clearly
demonstrated this past week is that resistance to the budget cuts is
a class struggle that immediately brings us into confrontation with
the force of the state.
The image of a protester violently resisting police brutality has certain activists blaming the victims of the brutality, pleading with militant protesters: “Why are you antagonizing them? You’re only making
it worse!” It is an image that represents a political fact that we have
been too slow to acknowledge – that education sector budget cuts
are a particular point of a struggle involving the whole working class;
a struggle against a crisis that presents itself to us as an increase in
the overall disciplining of the working class; discipline which seeks to
keep workers in line generating profits – especially when we refuse
to go on as normal as everything around us falls apart. The escalation in the capitalist state’s corrective violence manifested on the
UCB picket line is behind other seemingly disconnected government
actions: the murder of Oscar Grant, ICE raids, and the wars in the
Middle East. Behind every policy is an army of police.
The occupation of Wheeler Hall at UCB last Friday was a testament
to the value of confrontational tactics. The common fear that a bold,
confrontational action will look ridiculous and isolate the movement is proven to be out of date. Thousands of students played a
spontaneously active role fighting the fee hikes and budget cuts. This
action was incredibly democratic, inspiring, and educational because
it materially mobilized the power of the people present at general
assemblies held the day before. The occupation and the struggle to
support it acted as a teachable moment by highlighting the farce that
is the capitalist, liberal-democratic state.
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The liberal-democratic state is a tool of the capitalist class, a means
of bourgeois rule that by definition we, the working class, are shut
out of. The question is: how do we resist government policies from
our position completely outside the official, “democratic” framework
of the state? In the campus movement, the two primary answers to
this question have been popular organizing (general assemblies) and
militant resistance (occupations). What happened last week at university campuses across California was a step toward a synthesis of
these two approaches. UCB’s occupation was approved at a general
assembly. This is a good development, but as this synthesis is reached
a new contradiction presents itself: what is the role of the education
sector (especially university students) in generalizing this wave of
campus resistance towards including the rest of the working class?
What active steps can students take to introduce the practice of
militant struggle independent of ruling class structures?
Student Uprisings
For three days throughout California universities engaged in militant
struggle. UC Berkeley, UC Davis, UC Santa Cruz, UCLA, SF State, and
Fresno State all had mass protests, strikes, and building occupations.
On Wednesday November 18, over 100 SF State students protested
and then occupied their administration’s building for hours.
On the same day UC Berkeley students rallied with close to a
thousand students, and marched downtown attempting to draw out
Berkeley High students and Berkeley City College students; they
had little success, largely due to a lack of preparatory organizing. The
march returned to UC Berkeley and hundreds of students surrounded the administration building.
Hours later students occupied the architecture and engineering
building, with a supportive crowd defending the occupation. The occupiers agreed to show their IDs to police and were released without arrest.

The unceasing improvement of machinery, ever more rapidly developing, makes
their livelihood more
and more precarious;
the collisions between
individual workmen
and individual bourgeois take more and
more the character of
collisions between two
classes. Thereupon
the workers begin to
form combinations
(Trade Unions) against
the bourgeois; they
club together in order
to keep up the rate of
wages; they found permanent associations in order to make provision beforehand for these occasional revolts. Here and there the contest breaks
out into riots.
The university as factory: both the objective means of reproducing
the capitalist relations of production and precisely that institutional
position from which we can initiate revolt. Far from that which must
be destroyed, it is the site from which we must challenge the current
function of the educational apparatus.
But how is this to be done?

The next day, UCLA erupted in struggle as the UC regents voted to
approve a 32% tuition increase. Protests took place throughout the

If the university continues to function as an apparatus for reproducing existing productive relations, the solution lies in acquiring control
of these means of ideological production. Just as the factory owner
plays no productive role in the manufacturing process, so too is the
administrative-managerial class in the university superfluous. Over
the past decade, executive and senior managerial positions at the UC
ballooned by over 120 percent and middle managers by close to 100
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The University Belongs to
Those Who Use It
by our comrades at UC Berkeley:
thosewhouseit.wordpress.com
At one pole: the liberal slogan “defend public education” demands
that we rally around
a set of stratified
institutions that
serves the population as a means of
glorified job training
and ideological subordination, ejecting
the overwhelming
majority into the
world of production.
This is a struggle for
conservation. At the other: self-proclaimed radicals demand that we
treat the university as a mere distraction from the miseries of daily
life, greenlighting it for annihilation. This second position degenerates into a curious brand of nihilism.
While clearly no free education can be achieved in an unfree society,
the tarring of the university as a reading room in a prison misses
the point. Certainly the university functions as a factory of sorts,
reproducing the emergent managerial class, ideological and repressive functionaries, and agents of exploitation at its zenith, and training
wage and service workers at its nadir. But this formulation remains
incomplete. If we are to take the idea of the university as factory
seriously, we must treat it dialectically, simultaneously as a force of
objective immiseration and subjective potentiality.
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day, including multiple confrontations with police and arrests. As the
UC regents tried to leave the meeting, their vehicle was surrounded
and stopped by angry student protesters.
The regents had to be escorted out of the campus in ambulances.
Campbell hall was also occupied and renamed the Carter-Huggins
building after two slain LA Black Panthers.
Friday, the day after, on November 20, UC Berkeley erupted in mass
struggle. Over 40 individuals occupied Wheeler Hall the night before demanding among other things the rehire of the 32 laid-off UC
Berkeley workers and political amnesty for the occupiers. Up to

November 19th, 2009: UCLA students block the UC head administrators’ exit from a meeting
where they voted to increase fees throughout the UC
1,500 students, workers and community folk surrounded the building’s six major entrances to make sure the police, who controlled the
space immediately in front of and around Wheeler Hall, could not
arrest the occupiers and send them to jail. The students held down
militant picket-lines, blocking the police each time they tried to break
17

the line.
This demonstrates that a militant occupation can only be successful
with a powerful critical mass supporting it from the outside; otherwise its isolation will lead to failure and repression. The opposite can
also be said: having a quantitatively large protest doesn’t automatically correlate to challenging the property relations of the system.
The crowd didn’t dissipate in the rain or leave despite long hours of
duration. Later that evening, the occupiers were finally released with
misdemeanor citations. The original demands were not met, but hundreds of students and community folk experienced and coordinated
a day of struggle against the police and the UC administration. When
the occupiers left the building they told the mass crowd that they
were the real heroes because without them nothing would have happened. This embryonic awareness that confrontational action only
works as part of a mass struggle is the beginning of a deep change in
political consciousness of the anti-budget cut movement.
These protests represent a political eruption in a time when militant
struggle is bubbling up to the surface. It’s becoming progressively
clearer that proposing such militancy is not premature, as some
Trotskyist groups argued prior to the UCB occupation, but also
prove that it isn’t wise to push heroic yet isolated occupation attempts as some anarchists do. We have witnessed the first convergence of occupation with mass protest and observed the fiery radical effect the synthesis has had on its participants. The only way to
challenge society’s problems is to first understand that the rich and
powerful will stop at nothing. Capital brings only impoverishment for
our class while their class accumulates incredible amounts of wealth.
Our struggle has to win by beating back and altering the relationship of class forces, which will not be easy. But this recent wave of
occupations and militant protests throughout California represent a
new cycle of struggle that gives hope and insight to such a possibility
in the near future. The question now is will the public sector working class, school workers, janitors, K-12 teachers, bus drivers, BART
workers, and city employees join this struggle? If radical isolated
students throughout the UCs continue to fight, without public sec18
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2. Independence from institutions incorporated within the state and
other instruments of bourgeois hegemony (including the state-like
structure of unions and/or their leadership)

tor workers taking these struggles into their own hands, the student
struggle will reach a limit and eventually decline in energy and momentum.

3. Facilitation of workers and radicals co-developing total political
class-consciousness that supersedes immediate narrow campaigns of
single work places.

Spread the Rebellion

Many leftist organizations might agree with this in the abstract, but
two necessary aspects need to be addressed to make it a reality.
One is consistent work and the other is pedagogy. Most left groups
do not do consistent work in the working class. They might flyer
once a season in a working class community, or stay in constant
contact with union bureaucrats in order to say that they do that, but
neither constitute the long-term groundwork of implanting revolutionary roots within proletarian communities. The second is pedagogy. Paulo Friere correctly argues that we cannot sloganize politics
to the working class but rather need to develop a skillful pedagogy
where revolutionaries engage in a political dialogue with the working
class and master the art of teaching coupled with the art of listening, Many different groups contain aspects of these two necessities
but have yet to synthesize them into a dynamic whole. Advance the
Struggle seeks to develop this methodology as the complex task that
revolutionaries must undertake today. There are no silver bullets or
blueprints that will make this development take place. Only through
commitment, hard work, theory, organization and pedagogy may we
see the realization of this method and process become real. All of
which constituting a necessary step towards the historical transformative process of the overthrow of capitalism: proletarian revolution.

The wave of occupations that spread on November 18th-20th and
the massive student support of them shows a quantitative growth in
the struggle by sheer numbers of participants, but more importantly
it demonstrates a qualitative growth in the anti-budget cut struggle
due to the deepening of student militancy. So far, however, this militant consciousness has failed to transcend the education sector. Why
haven’t the Republic Windows and Doors occupation and the 2006

When Parisian students rose up in May 1968, occupied universities like the Sorbonne
(pictured here) were joined by striking workers, building brief unity between two important
sectors of the working class before the union leaders called off the strikes.
May 1st general strike for immigrant rights become a generalized
trend across the working-class as a whole? The US working-class
has gone so long without mass struggle that they lack the fruits that
struggle produces: theory, organization, and confidence.
Students can play a catalytic role by approaching the working-class
with traditional forms of political propaganda (direct agitation) and
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the propaganda of the deed, as recently demonstrated at UCB. Students who become radicalized should study the history of workingclass struggle but don’t need to be experts before they can start
talking to workers about the need for struggle on a larger scale. This
should be an easy thing to do because most public higher education
students come from working class backgrounds, go to community
colleges and CSU’s and have jobs. Their agitation can start at the
spaces they already find themselves in such as their own work places
and school campuses, but should extend into other work places and
communities.
Agitation should center on building class-consciousness generally, and
building for a mass strike on March 4th specifically. It is clear that the
conditions exist for every school and perhaps every public institution to form political committees composed of workers, students
and teachers that attempt to organize their workplaces and schools
for militant struggle in general and a strike on March 4thin particular.
Unions will pass watered down resolutions for March 4th, which is
a positive development, but rank-and-file militants are the key link in
motivating the majority of their coworkers to take political responsibility for the strike building process to reach its radical, creative
potential. Unions cannot do this for the workers. It is commonly
perceived by most left groups that the problem with unions lies with
a flawed union leadership, ignoring how the political structure of
unions have been vertically integrated into the state apparatus since
the 1947 passing of the Taft-Hartley act. The development of these
committees will be interlinked with the development of such rankfile militant workers who can think and act beyond legalistic unionism. With that said, budget cut “organizing” can mean many things,
but the politics of such organizing should have a clear vision, avoiding
both centrism and adventurism, in order to advance the struggle.
The budget cuts facing public education are the same crisis that faces
ghettos and barrios even in the best of times.Young people who
California’s public higher education system rejects due to budget
cuts will find their reflection in the swelling ranks of the unemployed,
high-school dropouts, and highly oppressed section of the working
class. Class-consciousness transcends immediate self-interest; solidar20

direct connections between revolutionaries and cohorts of students
and workers seeking to produce and develop worker/student agency
at sites of production and positions of institutional discipline. Such
agency is necessarily associated with independence from institutions
that are politically and ideologically loyal to the bourgeois state.
Each instance that we point to as a positive example of the relationship between radicals and workers expresses itself in a different way
and to different degrees. Democracy Insurgent in Seattle, radical
students and workers in Santa Cruz (including individuals associated
with organizations that exhibit centrist tendencies elsewhere), the
Oakland & LA March 4th Committees all manifested “genuine class
struggle left” tendencies.
Through patient work, radicals can co-develop their political consciousness alongside workers and students on a level that can go
beyond the immediate struggle of bread and butter issues and bring
all social relations into their scope; this type of work moves students and workers towards seeing the urgency for a revolution in all
capitalist social structures. Although there is no evidence that such a
thing has developed yet out of any the left cases we identify, it is only
through the relationships established by the left tendencies that we
could begin forming revolutionary consciousness that penetrates the
fabric of oppressed communities.
The class struggle left that revealed itself on March 4thinspires us,
giving us a lot to reflect on as we turn toward theorizing how to
advance the struggle through the intellectual development of the
revolutionary working class towards developing its own theory, and
facilitating the bridge from contemporary resistance to a total revolution, imagined and managed by the working class itself.
3 outstanding characteristics of the “genuine class struggle left”:
1. Direct relationships with workers on the basis of struggle against
capital that the workers themselves recognize the need for and initiate.
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to the students and workers on campus.
The “Strike and day of action” formulation was proposed and widely
accepted at the 10/24 conference in order to make it accessible for
unions to take action, with the assumption that the unions taking
action would mean workers taking action. The reality at Santa Cruz,
quite the opposite of this, was that student organizers related directly to rank-and-file workers and bypassed union bureaucracies. This
is a key characteristic of a genuine class struggle left orientation and
practice. As such, it became the single example of an institution-wide
strike across California on March 4th. It was not only the form of
the committee but rather the political content and strategy they employed. By relating directly to the rank-and-file through the March
4th strike committee, the balance of forces was effectively polarized
in such a way that union leaders from the UAW followed the lead of
the strike committee and provided some material support for the
strike.
IX. Conclusion
Proletarian revolutions . . . constantly criticize themselves, constantly interrupt themselves in their own course, return to the apparently accomplished, in order to begin anew; they deride with cruel thoroughness the
half-measures, weaknesses, and paltriness of their first attempts, seem
to throw down their opponents only so the latter may draw new strength
from the earth and rise before them again more gigantic than ever, recoil
constantly from the indefinite colossalness of their own goals – until a situation is created which makes all turning back impossible, and the conditions themselves call out:

ity is not sympathy – it is unity in a common struggle. Students have
a responsibility to spread news of their own rebellion, to encourage
workers to rebel, and to help build the proletarian struggle wherever
it erupts.

Workers occupied their closing Republic Doors and Windows Factory in 2008. What will it
take for worker and student resistance to unite?

Hic Rhodus, hic salta!
[Here is the rose, dance here!]
- Karl Marx
The essential dimension of what we are referring to as a genuine
class struggle left tendency is really not that complex. It involves
40
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Crisis and Consciousness:
Lessons and Reflections from
March 4th

community rally. The phrase, “That sounds awesome, but this space is
for building a strike on march 4th,” came up again and again, illustrating
neatly the importance of having that space. In the Santa Cruz context, it
was essential that the committee eliminate the “and day of action” clause
from our organizing space, and focus only on the building of the most powerful strike we could build.
The committee, enabled by this focus, was able to channel its energy into outreach and building relationships with campus workers.
Eventually the strike committee, due to its democratic structure and
ability to get things done, replaced the general assemblies as the central campus organizing zone. The relationships with workers paid off
when the committee was told by campus workers that “All we need
is to be able to truthfully tell our bosses that we could not physically
get to work, and we’re good. It has to be true, because they’ll be
watching us, but that’s all we need.” This formed the basis by which
the committee, leading to March 4th being a day where no work
occurred on campus without any risk to the jobs of workers; in fact
many got paid for a day of work even when they returned to join the
picket line!

I. Introduction
Spirit is indeed never at rest but always engaged in moving forward. But
just as the first breath drawn by a child after its long, quiet nourishment
breaks the gradualness of merely quantitative growth – there is a qualitative leap, and the child is born.
– Hegel
March 4th provides us with a snapshot into the strategic and theoretical frameworks used by the Left to understand, develop and
22

But in order for workers to have this opportunity, the students had
to shut the campus down. On March 4th students blocked campus entrances from both foot and vehicle traffic, continuing in spite
of injuries to activists from reactionary drivers attempting to ram
through the blockade. Organizers let emergency vehicles and local residents through but turned all others around. Such ability to
closely organize a mass militant action was rooted in the common
purpose established by the strike committee; this situation should be
contrasted to SFSU, where confusion and centrism reigned because
strike was never made the basis for coalition organizing. UCSC also
differed from UC Berkeley’ due to the political identity of the march
4th bodies. Santa Cruz built a strike committee that was focused not
abstract actions but a concrete strike at UC Santa Cruz. UC Berkeley’s March 4th committee saw itself as a legislative bodies that could
make and accept proposals, facilitate organizing of other bodies, but
lacked a cohesive outreach plan for the building a shut-down strike
action. This was prevalent in the committee’s weakness in outreach
39

One of the main flaws in the UC Berkeley March 4th committee was
that it failed to actively engage and organize the student body, instead
it took on a coordinating role between various organizational bodies on campus. The failure to directly mobilize students and workers
had a demoralizing effect on the organizers involved because they
failed to see the day-to-day results of their organizational decisions.
The committee also failed to use the AFSCME 444 resolution as a
tool to agitate the AFSCME 3299 workers on campus in order to
build a pro-strike consciousness amongst the workers, unlike UC
Santa Cruz. The most dynamic aspect of Berkeley organizing was
the militant and massive march to the local working-class center of
downtown Oakland, described below.
Santa Cruz
March 4th at UC Santa Cruz exhibits all of the best characteristics of
Left and adventurist organizing. A UCSC strike committee organizer
has written an excellent account of how the committee organizing
led to the results: a campus shut down all day with the active collaboration of rank and file workers. Key sections of the piece focus
on the nature of the strike committee and events on March 4th.
On the necessity of the strike committee:
Though there was a lot of work to come, those few students had already
come further than students on many other campuses would come, because they had an organizing body dedicated to building a strike. This was
an incalculably essential development. If the organizing effort had stayed
in coalition spaces or open general assemblies, the strike would not have
become what it was. The meetings of the strike committee were open
and democratic, however the committee did not waste a whole lot of time
with anything that wouldn’t build for the strike on march 4th. Though the
original call for the day had been for a Strike and Day of Action, it was the
strike committee’s firm orientation towards building a strike and nothing
else that made the Santa Cruz action what it was.The strike committee was constantly presented with opportunities to lose that focus, from
faculty telling us that going to Sacramento was the only non-elitist action,
to students arguing for ending the strike line to march downtown for a
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radicalize consciousness; we begin to see patterns emerge as this
consciousness is translated into working class action, and we begin
to ask ourselves what is needed to learn from these actions and begin developing a revolutionary consciousness and practice to address
the ongoing crisis of capital.
In our last analysis of the anti-budget cut movement we identified
two dominant political forces on campuses – the adventurists and
the centrists (trotskyists mainly, but not exclusively). As we stated in
Opening Shot, the political tension was between:
. . . the twin pitfalls of tailism (following behind proposals for petitions and
legalistic protests) on the one hand, and adventurism (isolated militant
action) on the other. Both of these approaches sidestep the political consciousness of the masses.
This was written at a very early stage of the movement, but even
then it was clear to us that the differences of approaches to radicalizing consciousness were key determinants in differentiating the
political forces in the movement. However, these differing approaches
have often gone under-theorized due to the emphasis amongst activists being on questions of tactics. Which tactic is right for the movement at any given time? The adventurists and the centrists almost
always answered this question differently, even if in practice they
acted in temporary unison. For instance, after the successful occupation of Wheeler Hall on November 20th (where over 2000 students
defended an occupied building), we wrote that:
In the campus movement, the two primary answers to this question have been popular organizing (general assemblies) and militant
resistance (occupations). What happened last week at university
campuses across California was a step toward a synthesis of these
two approaches.
A synthesis of these two approaches has not happened since. Rather,
what has happened is a sharpening of the differences and tensions
between these dominant and at times competing approaches towards developing consciousness and turning these developments
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into strategic advancements in the movement. At the same time,
we have also seen the development of a third approach that we call
a genuine class struggle left and the purpose of our writing here is
to excavate by positive example this emerging left approach. The
strengthening of the movement and the radicalization of political
consciousness amongst the working class are crucial components of
turning movements of resistance into schools of revolutionary training. For this reason it is necessary to briefly examine the positive
and negative aspects of the adventurist and centrist tendencies in order to identify what we can learn from each group’s methodologies,
as well as which aspects we should leave behind. We are not aiming
to abstractly compare ideologies against each other but rather seeking to identify how these ideologies relate towards the development
of struggle. In writing this we must emphasize that the three main
tendencies we identify are strategic approaches towards intervening
in struggles and radicalizing consciousness; they are not reducible to
individual people or even individual organizations. Proof of this is
found in the differential approaches activists in the same Trotskyist
organizations have taken in different geographical locations, specifi-

Human consciousness constitues a “unity of opposites”, not simply a place where “the working
class is at”
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lence and non-violence, over more militant direct action versus less
confrontational mass action. The committee had a mandate, but it
never established for everyone involved the content and form of that
mandate. Instead, building a strike at Cal meant something different
for all the different tendencies and personalities in the room. As a
result, there was no coherent organizational agenda to systematize
outreach in buses, classrooms and public spaces, build committee
meetings to enhance logistical outreach capacity, and overcome ideological differences for the sake
of building militant action oriented around shutting campus
down to the extent possible.
A strike is a politicizing engagement. Neither the occupationists—who view mass consciousness as dry wood waiting
only for the right spark—nor
the Trotskysists—who reify
current mass consciousness
and redeploy it via the static
formulation: “meet people
where they’re at”—understand
the real potential of a militant,
non-compromising, politically
radical action, the real potential
of a fighting body founded for
the exclusive end of building
a strike. The UC Berkeley March 4th committee did not empower
people; it did not forge from the ground up an independent and
coherent vision for March 4th. Instead, it became an open forum for
pre-constituted groups to vie for their established perspectives. It
was a coalition space, not a space designed to build a strike—to the
exclusion of all competing ideologies and against all obstacles. The
committee failed to stake its existence from the beginning on making
the political argument that the strike is the weapon to fight the cuts
and politicize individuals into revolutionaries.
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tive trade-union leadership formed an alliance with closed meetings
and urged people not to do anything during that day. Their thinking
was that conditions were too premature to call for strikes, protest
and walkouts and that energy should be centered on a permitted
after work rally. 10,000 people showed up from all over the bay
representing a quantitative strength with high energy in the 5 o’clock
hour. But as participants were more spectators than actors on the
top-down managed stage, people quickly starting leaving around
6pm. The building of such a rally unfortunately was done partly by
discouraging people to attend day time actions. More nefariously,
multiple people witnessed Berkeley and Oakland March 4th flyers
getting ripped down to build the 5:00 PM Civic Center rally. The
attempt of the San Francisco March 4th committee to organize a
daytime rally was completely overwhelmed by the amount of the
energy, both self-organized and through union bureaucracies, put into
the 5pm rally. The logic of the rally was based on characterizing the
working class as completely unready to strike, leading the organizers of this rally to fight politically against organizers who proposed
a strike. This approach failed to recognize the possibilities inherent
in even the current state of working-class consciousness, mobilizing
thousands for the purpose of simply doing something.
V. UC Berkeley vs. UC Santa Cruz: Campus
Committees Choose Focus
UC Berkeley
Even though protests against budget cuts had been taking place
throughout California, such as Los Angeles, Alameda, and SF State in
the last couple of years, UC Berkeley opened a new page of struggle
on September 24th 2009 when 5,000 protested and struck against
layoffs and budget cuts. Unfortunately the UC Berkeley March 4th
Committee was unable to maintain cohesion and reproduce mass
struggle due to its lack of a clear mandate. The UC Berkeley March
4th committee had a clear mandate: to build a strike at Cal via mass
actions designed to shut down the campus to the greatest degree
possible. But throughout its life, the committee lacked political
cohesion. It was torn from the beginning over the details, over vio36

cally between UC Berkeley and UC Santa Cruz.
Our conception of consciousness is that people’s consciousness
is dialectical; it constitutes a “unity of opposites” in that there is a
contradictory relation between radical ideas about society as well
as bourgeois ideology (mainstream ideas.) The work of revolutionaries should be to push on the radical side and counterpose it to
the bourgeois side in order to resolve the contradiction in favor of
revolution. Our adventurist and centrist comrades get the dialectics
of consciousness wrong, each in their own way.
Both the adventurists and the centrists seek to unleash mass revolt,
but neither fully comprehends how to do so. The adventurists think
that mass revolt is sparked by inspirational actions of the more radical minority ready for confrontation. The centrists believe instead
that those with advanced consciousness must hold themselves to
what the (liberal) majority
is ready for in order not
to become marginalized.
These perspectives are
reflected in the organizational structures characteristic of each trend:
closed but radical secret
meetings of the adventurists and open but liberal
bureaucratic general assemblies of the centrists.
In order to recognize the
significance of the emergent left approach we
should acknowledge both
the strengths and weaknesses of these two main
currents.
In the eyes of the adventurists who produced
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After the Fall, the success of the Wheeler occupation was not a synthetic moment between two approaches but rather “displacement”
of the two approaches by “a militant desire to communize private
property.” This statement stands in contradiction to the fact that the
occupation was proposed at a general assembly which, while not disclosing the location of the occupation, made it publically known that
direct actions would occur and thereby was a step forward from the
failed occupation of September 24th that caught students completely
off guard. This moment in our eyes objectively represents a partial
step towards synthesis.
What the preceding quote from After the Fall does accurately reveal
is the fact that people were in fact ready for militant action. While
we may question how much of this was a genuine “desire to communize private property” in the sense that the adventurists understand
this, it was indeed a reflection of the embryonic militancy residing
deep within the consciousness of a significant portion of students.
Many working class people intuitively understand that lobbying politicians, petitioning the power structure, and having peaceful rallies
and protests are not enough; the direct actions of the adventurists
provide a space for this latent militancy to manifest itself in practice.
Our insurrectionary comrades get credit for acknowledging that
aspects of people’s consciousness are ready for action. Mobilizing
people on the basis of intuitive militancy, however, is a far step from
the type of protracted and pedagogical work that must be done in
order to sustain and develop this intuitive combativeness into revolutionary consciousness and fighting organizational forms.
The centrists, on the other hand, verbally acknowledge that occupations can be politicizing moments, but heavily qualify this support
and highlight the necessity of building organization. As one Trotskyist
group puts it, “occupations and other forms of direct action can be
productive if they have mass participation, if they have a clear purpose and demands, and if they are democratically decided on by the
movement as a whole.” [emphasis ours] While nominally citing the
productiveness of occupation, the final clause about the necessity of
the whole movement’s approval is what makes this claim disingenuous. We’ve written elsewhere about the logic of this approach, which
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Although blocking the freeway effects production, it involves people
not in their capacities as teacher, mother, maid, programmer, and
student, but as spectators to the actions of a minority of insurgents.
Nonetheless the freeway action gave folks with militant consciousness a place to do something far more confrontational that simply
attend a rally.
Some insurrectionists have criticized the organizers of the rally (including us) for discouraging Oakland youth from participating in the
breakaway march. The thinking behind this announcement was that
because folks would not know the destination of the march until it
got to the freeway, they would somehow be “tricked” into a situation
they did not choose. This is somewhat true: the act of approaching a
freeway is likely to lead to police repression, due to the very reasons
the insurrectionists targeted it. And so participants could have felt
“tricked” into confrontation with police, in the same way many participants felt “entrapped” in the September 24th occupation that was
called during (and around!) a UC Berkeley general assembly.
The error we and other organizers made was to overcompensate
in our move to avoid the Sept. 24th fiasco. Instead of encouraging
people NOT to go on the march, we should have announced the
freeway goal and encouraged anyone prepared to go! This is a key
moment where the left perspective can emerge: supporting the active expression of the contradictory nature of actually existing class
-consciousness. Key mistakes like these are important moments for
reflection and self-critique; we will be wary in the future of missing
opportunities for militancy in solidarity with mass peaceful action.
IV. San Francisco: Center Trumps Left
In San Francisco the massive 5pm rally and the conflict at SF State
showed both the objective basis for mass struggle and the actual
results of the centrist perspective.
5PM Rally
One conservative trotskyist organization, along with the conserva35

structural violence of economics and the direct violence of the state.
Marching students with some teachers called folks out of schools
along the way, a key example of horizontal organizing through action.
Meanwhile a rally at local Laney College turned into a march to the
downtown rally, eventually intersecting with a high school march to
loud cheers.
Nearly 1,000 Oakland high schoolers, largely Black and Latino,
walked out of their schools without any fighting. The rally, organized in a bottom up way, made it so mainly youth spoke at the rally
politicizing and electrifying other Oakland youth. The young speakers, using Oakland lingo, were able to make very strong connections
about how defunding schools leads to Black and Brown youth being
criminalized and imprisoned.
When the Berkeley march arrived in Oakland, energy exploded and
the unified crowds was bursting with positive social movement energy. The next speaker talked about how Oaklanders should be proud
of the fact that Oakland is the place of the very last general strike in
American history in 1946, and how twenty years later the Black Panthers were born out of the same city. A Democratic Party politician
and their entourage was turned away from the mic, displaced by the
voices of militant students from universities, community colleges, and
high schools . . . a glimmer of radical class unity.
Anarchists and occupationists led a breakaway march from the rally.
There was a sense that something bolder needed to be done, and
that rallies alone are not enough. Under the logic of “shutting down
transportation and the means of production” the breakaway march
went onto the Freeway with many drivers supporting the action
honking their horns in sympathy. It is very significant to note that
this action did not alienate the majority of working-class folks driving on the freeway (as centrists, of course, predicted). This can be
seen from local news coverage, which shows bemused but vaguely
supportive people standing outside of their stopped cars cheering on
the highway occupiers. On the other hand we must be honest that
shutting down traffic at 5pm is crucially different than working-class
people shutting down the institutions they run in their daily lives.
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exposes:
. . . not only the plans of the occupation, but the occupiers themselves
[which may] result in anything from the mere prevention of the action to
brutal state repression.Those who insist that every action be approved by
an open democratic space are acting against the working class’s interests
for, as we observe above, “it is anti-working class to judge an action by
its formal democratic process.The rubric must be, instead, the degree to
which an action tips the balance of class forces in favor of the oppressed.
The centrist paradigm insists on a neat and safe linear trajectory,
wherein struggles organized by professional activists grow and grow
and eventually blossom into a militant movement. The formula is
clear: build general assemblies, organize small teach-ins and rallies,
then days of action, etc. The establishment of coalitional spaces and
general assemblies are the key ingredients for developing radical
political class-consciousness that eventually lead towards militant
direct-action (in the distant future). While it is true that building
organizational forms for people to plug into is incredibly important,
General assemblies don’t inherently build class consciousness, and often let liberal middle layers of the working class put the brakes on militant movement (UN general assembly)
this approach towards doing so generally fails to tap into the intuitive militancy that the adventurists are able to relate to through their
direct actions. Instead, the centrists downplay the degree of radical
consciousness that already exists within large sections of the working class and argues that if a coalitional space does not approve a
proposal then the movement must “not be ready” and that we must
“meet people where they’re at.”
The recognition that we must “meet people where they’re at”
is crucial for tapping into the latent power and consciousness of
working class people. In our view it involves having a pedagogical
method (which we elaborate below) and open, accessible organizational structures geared towards bringing this latent power and
consciousness to the fore. However, the centrists misunderstand
“meeting people where they’re at” inasmuch as they reify (that is,
treat as static and unchanging) where people’s consciousness “is at”.
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The centrists not only meet people where they’re at, they also leave
them there. By and large their lack of a revolutionary pedagogy and
orientation towards gradualism leads them to lose the opportunity
to water the existing seeds of militant consciousness that people do
have. By avoiding the opportunity to facilitate the growth of people’s
intuitive militancy in a revolutionary direction, they end up strengthening liberal and narrow tendencies within people’s minds that stem
from a lack of exposure to revolutionary ideas and strategies.
Conversely, what is important to learn from and respect about the
adventurists is that their literature and propaganda attempts to
put forward a more total revolutionary vision for insurrection and
communism; coupled with this, their actions do more to directly
challenge capitalist property relations and bourgeois hegemony. The
problem arises in that this means very little without meeting people
where they’re at and building organizational structures in workplaces,
schools and communities, so that people may move from being
spontaneous participants in flashes of direct action and proceed to
become active intellectual participants who understand revolutionary
theory and strategy. The failure to break down capital’s hierarchical
division between mental and manual labor also, ironically, ends up often leaving people where they’re at just as much as the Centrists do.
People participate or defend an occupation and have a radicalizing
experience, but generally don’t find an outlet by which to reflect on
this experience and use it as a basis for developing a revolutionary
vision of the world
We may seem harsh in our critique of our comrades, but we do so
not only out of a revolutionary love but also out of a deep humility. It’s not easy to synthesize the best of each other’s approaches
or even recognize that people we disagree with have assets! However, it’s necessary to be ruthlessly critical of our differences while
remaining open to the possibility of learning from each other if we
hope to continue developing the emerging left tendency we have
seen the beginnings of.
There is one thing that ties all the examples of the left approach on
March 4th together: the existence of a radical organizing body with
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Oakland
The Oakland March 4th committee both pushed a radical pro-strike
line and successfully involved masses of working people. A key result
of this orientation was that Oakland created the first March 4th flyer
in December and started agitating hard amongst the area’s workingclass communities. The committee helped militant teachers from the
Oakland Educators Association (the Oakland public school teachers’
union) push for a strike over the union’s lack of contract. 89% of the
membership voted for “a day of action up to and including a strike.”

March 4th, Laney Community College in Oakland
The two bodies reinforced each other’s energy: pro-strike forces in
the union argued that the committee would rally community support
for the stoppage, while the committee was energized by this connection to militant workers. But when the union leadership voted,
the executive board voted down the strike 6 against 5—a one vote
difference!
Though the teachers did not strike, students self-organized walkouts from several high schools. These marches mostly began in
East Oakland, a neighborhood that has long experienced both the
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4th. Quickly Oakland, San Francisco, Richmond, San Jose, Santa Cruz,
Los Angeles, San Diego and a whole host of other cities formed
their committees, and March 4th flyers were produced and hitting
the streets. Such committees can and should build smaller committees that can organize schools and workplace for the coming
struggles. Hundreds of students, teachers, and workers have already
joined such committees throughout the state and helped spread the
word through a variety of means and channels. The problems built
into the logic of the compromise arose quickly as internal debates
in these meetings over the political language of the flyers. Should it
have “Strike” or “walkout” on the flyer, or just “Day of Action?” Left
militants fought for the perspective of a strike and walkouts in such
meetings; this fight was animated by perception of an opening for
challenging and inspiring the working class through confrontational
action by its advanced minority.
What hurt more than tactical confusion was the lack of worker
militants in major workplaces. These militants could have organized
and called for strikes through their own organic horizontal channels against the will of their conservative unions. Without these
motors from below, unions in LA attempted to sabotage the radical
organizing, dominate the scene with their speakers and perspectives, and push out all the activists that had a bottom-up perspective
of struggle. In northern California union leadership aligned with a
conservative Trotskyist organization, and together fought against
all daytime actions in the name of a 5pm rally at the SF civic center.
This position not only reinforced the 9-5 work discipline, but more
importantly precluded any support for daytime job actions!

an open perspective that strategically incorporates both as many
people as possible into the struggle to challenge school and workplace discipline and domination. This is not an eclectic “combo” of
the adventurist and centrist perspectives but rather a synthesis of
the partial truths contained in each trend. These independent bodies set radical terms in building for March 4th but interacted openly
and pedagogically with the mainstream to powerfully channel radical
impulses within the contradictory consciousness of certain sectors
of the working class, largely the youth.
The class struggle is fundamentally about workers challenging the
capitalist discipline that schools and workplaces reinforce; such
discipline is the means of both keeping the population powerless and
expropriating value and profits. The intervention of Marxists is crucial in agitating against this discipline through a pedagogical approach.
Dominant socialist paradigms that do not challenge the root of this
capitalist discipline lead activists to become good-willed movementmanagers of a new type. This is the folly the centrists commit with
their overemphasis on the convening of coalitions, conferences,
and general assemblies; their unwillingness to move beyond what
is immediately acceptable by “the majority” in the interests of not
“alienating” themselves from the movement lines up all too well with
conservative aspects of people’s consciousness. Adventurists, in reaction to such conservatism, commit a folly no less detrimental to the
class struggle: virtual abstention from the political process of building struggle with working class communities. Instead, they substitute
a purely sensual form of struggle that challenges private property
in isolation from the class whose work produces such property to
begin with.

The various March 4th committees, regional meetings, and statewide conferences have been important forms to build and sharpen
the struggle against the cuts. But with March 4th now behind us we
need more than form in the coming struggle; we need radical political vision, concrete objectives for the movement and a strategy of
building towards system-wide strike-waves designed to shut down
education statewide to fight the cuts. An explicit political orientation
towards taking control of the workplace that would exhibit and so
build independent class power.

The conservative passivity grown out of 40 years of capital’s domination has produced a conservative consciousness that seemingly limits
the possibilities of struggle. In our era of crisis and budget cuts, and
emerging radicalism is cracking through this conservatism and clearly
showing the contradictory nature of consciousness. Do we passively
accept people’s contradictory consciousness and thereby reinforce
the dominant layer of conservatism by proposing what would be acceptable to “the majority”? Or do we enter into this complex world
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and attempt to speed up the radicalization of workers and students
so that they play their historical role in the overthrow of capital?
Organizing along the lines of the latter, and arming ourselves with a
skilled pedagogy, is what needs to be done in the coming periods of
struggle. If we don’t, it will not only slowdown the movement, it may
also lead us to fail in the meeting our objectives and truncate the
growth of radical consciousness. It is possible to for movements to
negate their own progress and return back to older stages of conservatism. The future is not written; the outcome is partially in our
hands. What we do and how we see this changing world will be key
in shaping what we make out of the crisis.
March 4th throughout California and abroad gives us clues and lessons of how to advance struggle and understand what a genuine
left looks like. In order to fully understand these lessons we should
begin with an understanding of how the date was picked in the first
place . . .
II. October 24th: The Conference and Compromise
March 4th was born when a group of 800 students, teachers and
workers seeking a path of struggle met at a conference at UC Berkeley on October 24th to decide the way forward for the budget cut
movement. The conference was largely organized by UCB-based activists, and MC’d largely by Bay Area-based Trotskyists. It focused the
struggle by setting a single day to fight back. Conference organizers
however, limited the depth of focus by mixing two distinct political
approaches to one watered down (and contradictory) compromise.
The result? A decision to not make a decision. A militant “One day
strike/walkout” proposal was merged with the non-confrontational
“March on Sacramento” proposal: “Strike and Day of Action that is
inclusive of all different tactics, including: walkouts, rallies, march to
Sacramento, teach-ins, occupations, and all other forms of protest.”
This concoction revealed a centrist orientation toward consciousness. The centrist assumption was that the compromise achieved the
broadest appeal possible, but this specifically disregards any attempt
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to articulate a strategy for victory. The decision to avoid collective
discussion of what should happen on March 4th offers a window into
the way the tendencies assess consciousness in the working class
and the potential for radical action.
This framework represented a lost opportunity to consciously politicize the question of tactics and frame the sense of collective organizing around an overt political goal. Because consciousness is internally
contradictory a coherent and politicized framework united around
Strike will not necessarily alienate people; instead , this very framework is the type that can give practical unity and fighting capacity to
organizers. As a method of struggle, “freedom of action” failed to articulate a vision and a perspective of concrete struggle against budget
cuts. Even though the compromise was built on contradiction and
centrism, it did make a major contribution: March 4th was the day.
III. City Committees
Advance the Struggle in late November ‘09 wrote Occupations
Spread through California:
It is clear that the conditions exist for every school and perhaps every public institution to form political committees composed of workers, students
and teachers that attempt to organize their workplaces and schools for
militant struggle in general and a strike on March 4thin particular. Unions
will pass watered down resolutions for March 4th, which is a positive
development, but rank-and-file militants are the key link in motivating the
majority of their coworkers to take political responsibility for the strike
building process to reach its radical, creative potential. Unions cannot do
this for the workers.
This is undoubtedly still true. The statewide conference helped
form a statewide network, and it left it up to the organizers around
the state to build vision and perspective from their bases up- and
outward. Following the conference, a northern California regional
meeting was called for December 5th. There, activists proposed the
formation of city committees throughout California to build March
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